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1 Introduction
This document provides the description of software tool LAM (Linguistic Associa-
tions Mining). Theoretical foundations of implemented methods can be found in pa-
pers [1] for mining of linguistic associations and [2] for mining of associations using
F-transform. There are two methods of finding associations by means of LAMWin32
program available: mining of linguistic association (Section 2) and mining of asso-
ciations using fuzzy transform (Section 3)

2 Linguistic associations

If you choose Linguistic in ComboBox Method on the right-hand side, program
searches linguistic associations in data. Its results are saved in the form of rulebase for
the program LFLC2000, i.e. a file with the name 〈name〉.rb

Use of the program:

1. Specify input data file by pressing Open data button. The default extension of
file with data is .dat.

Format of the ‘.dat’ file:
First line: Names of linguistic variables (divided by spaces). Names of variables
should start with letter (not with numbers).

Further lines: Real numbers divided by spaces. Each line represents one data
record. Lines beginning with # are ignored.
Example:

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 Y

0.00632 18.00 2.310 0 0.5380 6.5750 24.00
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# 0.02731 0.00 7.070 0 0.4690 6.4210 21.60
0.02729 0.00 7.070 0 0.4690 7.1850 34.70

2. Specify antecedent and succedent variables. They are defined in file with default
extension .var. To open (or generate) such file press Open variables button. You
can choose existing file or generate one automatically - simply after pressing
Open variables button write name of file which does not exist. In this case,

program generates .var file with all variables labeled as antecedent except the
last one.

Format of .var file:
Each line represents one variable, syntax is the following

VarName: i

where i is 1 (antecedent variable), 2 (consequent variable) or 3 (ignored). Please
note that the space after VarName: is obligatory.

It is possible to view and/or edit variable file by means of Edit variables button.
Dialog window then appears allowing you also save variable file under different
name (using Save as button).

Example of var file:

X1: 1
X2: 1
X3: 0
X4: 0
X5: 2

This means that X1 and X2 are antecedent variables, X5 is consequent variable.

Contexts are computed automatically from data as [minimal value, maximal value].
It is possible to use own context of variables, it can be stated after number i.

Example:

X1: 1: [-1,1]
X2: 1
X3: 0: [100, 10000]
X4: 0
X5: 2

This means that e.g. variable X3 uses context with minimal value 100 and maxi-
mal value 10000.

3. Choose method by selecting from ComboBox Quantifier. At present, you can

choose either Implicational or Symmetrical quantifier (method of evaluating

of four-fold tables). It is also possible to choose Implicational with reduction
with some reduction of the number of resulting associations.
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4. Choose parameters for a chosen method.

Implicational quantifier: Degree of support r and Degree of confidence γ .

Symmetrical quantifier: Degree of support r.

Both parameters should be greater than 0 and smaller than or equal to 1. Let
m be a number of data records and a, b values from four-fold table. Then for
an association must hold that a

m > r and (in case of implicational quantifier)
a > γ(a + b) to be included in the result.

5. Choose range of linguistic expressions used in the process of creation of linguis-
tic descriptions (ComboBox Range ). You can choose from these three variants:

• Atomic only - only atomic linguistic expressions ”Zero”, ”Small”, ”Medium”
and ”Big” are used.

• Atomic with ML & VE - linguistic modifiers ”More or less” and ”Very”
are used in combination with atomic expressions. Examples: ”ve sm” (very
small), ”ml me” (more or less medium), ”bi” (big)

• All - all implemented linguistic modifiers are used in combination with
atomic expressions. Examples: ”ex bi” (extremely big), ”qr me” (quite
rougly medium) and examples from previous item.

Default option is All .

6. Press Start button. If all goes well, the computation starts and auxiliary infor-
mation is displayed. Otherwise, error message is displayed.

Example:

Initializing ...
Number of data records: 506.
Number of variables in data file: 14.
Number of antecedent variables in associations: 3.
Number of succedent variables in associations: 2.

Antecedent variables:
name: X1, low: 0.0 (0.006), high: 100.00 (88.976)
name: X2, low: 0.000 (0.000), high: 100.000 (100.000)
name: X5, low: 0.385 (0.385), high: 0.871 (0.871)

Succedent variables:
name: X6, low: 3.561 (3.561), high: 8.780 (8.780)
name: Y, low: 5.000 (5.000), high: 50.000 (50.000)

Quantifier type: implicational.
Parameters: r=0.0050, gamma=0.2000

No. 3: ex sm | ze | ra sm => ro bi | ro bi
a=3 b=5 c=7 d=491
r’=0.006 gamma’=0.375

No. 71: ex sm | ze | ve sm => vr bi | me
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a=3 b=1 c=44 d=458
r’=0.006 gamma’=0.750

No. 91: ex sm | ze | ro sm => vr bi | me
a=9 b=34 c=38 d=425
r’=0.018 gamma’=0.209

No. 239: ex sm | vr sm | sm => qr bi | me
a=3 b=6 c=19 d=478
r’=0.006 gamma’=0.333

Number of distinct rules: 375

Found 4 associations.

For any variable, there is displayed actual context (first number after low: or
high:) and minimal and maximal value in the variable (in parantheses). For
example, variable X1 uses context [0, 100], while minimal and maximal values
in data for this variable are min = 0.006 and max = 88.976.

For any discovered association, there are displayed the following items: the num-
ber of data record (e.g. No. 3), the linguistic association in the form

LEA1 | LEA2 | . . . | LEAn ⇒ LES1 | LES2 | . . . | LESr

where LEA1, . . . , LEAn are linguistic expressions from antecedent and LES1,
. . . , LESr from consequent part of the found association, respectively. n is the
number of antecedent variables and r is the number of consequent variables.
Further, the values of four-fold table a, b, c and d are displayed. Additionally,
there are displayed values r′ and gamma′ (for implicational quantifier) and r′

(for symmetrical quantifier). They are computed as follows:

r′ =
a

m
,

gamma′ =
a

a + b
.

They are useful, if you want to know for which values of parameters r and gamma
the association in concern remains among discovered associations. For example,
if r′ = 0.23 and gamma’ = 0.12 then for values of parameters r = 0.15 and
γ = 0.10 the association remains, but for r = 0.25 and γ = 0.15 the association
will no longer be among discovered ones.

Program LAMWin32.exe automatically generates two output files: (suppose that
data file is 〈name〉.rb). They can by viewed by any text editor or processed by
LFLC2000 software system.

The generated files are:

• 〈name〉.rb - in this file is saved linguistic description in which every real
number is replaced by appropriate evaluating linguistic expression in a
given context. This file is not affected by variables specification in .var
file. All columns except the last are taken as antecedents.
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• 〈name〉2.rb - linguistic description obtained from 〈name〉.rb by taking into
account variables specification given by .var file. For example (considering
the example in item 2) this file will have two antecedent variables (1st and
2nd of name.rb) and one consequent variable (5th of name.rb).

7. The results (found associations) can be saved under various names by means of
Save Assoc button. It will be also in .rb format. The variables in this file are

identical with the variables in file 〈name〉2.rb. Auxiliary information displayed
during the computation can be saved (as text file) by means of Save Info button.

3 Finding associations using fuzzy transform

If you choose F-transform in ComboBox Method on the right-hand side, program
searches associations in data using fuzzy transform and fuzzy numbers. Its results are
displayed in text area of the application, and can be saved by means of Save info
button.

3.1 Format of input files
The format of .dat file is the same as in ”Linguistic” method. However, the format of
.var file is different. Positive number after the name of variable Xi means the number
of nodes si for fuzzy transform. The number -1 indicates consequent variable Z from
formula . There is just one consequent variable in this method! The number 0 means
that variable is ignored.

Example:

X1: 11
X2: 0
X3: 21
X4: 0
X5: -1

It means that antecedent variables are X1 and X3, with number of nodes 11 and 21,
respectively. X5 is the consequent variable, and variables X2 and X4 are ignored.

Again, own context can be stated using square brackets in the same way as for
mining of linguistic associations.

The type of intension of fuzzy numbers is specified by combo box Type of partition .

You can choose between Quadratic (default) and Triangular , which means the cov-
ering by means of piece-wise linear functions of triangular shape.

You can set also the r and γ parameters, which are defined as follows: The measure
of support of each association is defined by

r =
|{oj | Aȳ(ēY(oj)) > 0}|

m
(1)
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where | · | denotes a number of elements of the given set, and

Aȳ(ēY(oj)) = Fn(y1k1 , e1(oj)) · · ·Fn(ypkp , ep(oj)).

The measure of confidence γ of each association is computed analogously as cor-
relation index and has a similar meaning. We must use the inverse F-transform as
follows:

êZ(oj) =
∑

ȳ∈D

Aȳ(ēY(oj)) · Fȳ. (2)

Then we put

γ =

√∑m
j=1(êZ(oj)− Fȳ)2Aȳ(ēY(oj))∑m
j=1(eZ(oj)− Fȳ)2Aȳ(ēY(oj))

. (3)

Then it is possible to start the computation by means of Start button. The output
is displayed in text area.

3.2 Explanation of output
First, some auxiliary info about antecedent and consequent variables is displayed, sim-
ilarly as for linguistic associations. Then, after text ”Found associations”, the list of
found associations is printed.

Example:

Initializing ...

Number of data records: 506.
Number of variables in data file: 14.
Number of antecedent variables: 2
r: 0.200, gamma: 0.200

Antecedent variables:
0: name: X1, nodes: 30, low: 0.006 (0.006), high 88.976 (88.976)
1: name: X6, nodes: 10, low: 3.561 (3.561), high 8.780 (8.780)

Succedent variable:
name: Y, low: 5.000 (5.000), high 50.000 (50.000)

Found associations:
approx_0.006 (l = 11.057) approx_5.881 (l = 3.152) vr sm

r’: 0.455, gamma’: 0.306, aux gamma2’: 0.528, gamma3’: 0.831
approx_3.074 (l = 12.213) approx_5.881 (l = 3.152) vr sm

r’: 0.506, gamma’: 0.244, aux gamma2’: 0.644, gamma3’: 0.844
approx_0.006 (l = 11.057) approx_6.460 (l = 3.172) me

r’: 0.468, gamma’: 0.468, aux gamma2’: 0.662, gamma3’: 0.821
approx_3.074 (l = 12.213) approx_6.460 (l = 3.172) ml me

r’: 0.524, gamma’: 0.397, aux gamma2’: 0.711, gamma3’: 0.825
approx_0.006 (l = 11.057) approx_7.040 (l = 1.364) qr bi

r’: 0.219, gamma’: 0.616, aux gamma2’: 0.848, gamma3’: 0.908
approx_3.074 (l = 12.213) approx_7.040 (l = 1.364) qr bi

r’: 0.235, gamma’: 0.538, aux gamma2’: 0.803, gamma3’: 0.908

End of computation.
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This means that there were six associations found. First one should be read as
follows:

X1 is approximately 0.006 AND X6 is approximately 5.881 ∼
∼ very roughly small average Y.

Values of lambda are in parentheses after names of fuzzy sets (l = ...). They are com-
puted as follows:

λiki
=

si · |{oj | Fnwi
(yiki

, ei(oj)) > 0}|
2m

where si is the number of nodes for variable i, Fnwi(yiki) is a fuzzy number from
fuzzy partition {Fnwi

(yik) ⊂∼ wi | yik ∈ Di}..
r’ is the actual degree of support (1), gamma’ is actual degree of confidence (3).

Then there are two auxiliary values gamma2’ and gamma3’. gamma2’ is computed
like gamma’ in (3), but if membership degree Aȳ(ēY(oj)) is greater than 0, it is set to
1. In computation of gamma3’ these membership degrees are not considered (or, in
other words, they are all set to 1).

If there is something unusual with gamma’ (e.g. division by 0, or value much larger
than 1), exclamation mark is displayed after value of gamma’. This usually happens
for small data bases (only several records).

Now, the information displayed can be saved (as text file) by means of ”Save info”
button. Found associations can be also saved in the format of .rb file (for LFLC pro-
gram) by means of ”Save assoc” button. In this case, fuzzy numbers ”approximately
0.006” etc. from the example above will be saved as user expressions of the form
”aprox 0.006”. To every found association then there will be one corresponding IF-
THEN rule in .rb file.

Good luck!
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